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A favourite? I can't pick just one but I can honestly say it's a favourite album! It's 
an album that I sing along with and enjoy it all. Coffee itself relates to everyone 
and the simple pleasure of getting together with a dear friend. A thing we all 
need. Battleground... we all go through rough times. This beautiful song 
acknowledges that, yet uplifts and is comforting. 13 Tears... gently shines a light 
on tragedy... a beautiful tribute and gives hope. Modern Day Jane Eyre!!! Talk 
about fun and empowering! From the very start, it draws you up onto your feet 
and you're dancing before you know what hits you! I draw something from each 
song off of the album.  I need to get working over here...hm. Going to put 
'Coffee' playing to make the chores more fun! 

Jane Davidson, WI USA    December 2022 

------------- 
 

 
An absolute triumph! An eclectic range of musical genres to suit many musical 
tastes with masterful song writing, instrumental collaboration, and vocals. I 
absolutely love a violin! The addition of this and the harmonica in some of the 
songs really elevates the lyrics and takes you to another place within the music. 
‘Modern Day Jane Eyre’ makes me want to get up on my feet dancing and 
celebrating who I am, while ‘Coffee’ gets me on the phone organising my next 
catch up with friends and family. An inspirational album with every song full of 
meaning, sparking a range of emotion. Scott is an amazing lyricist and performer 
with a passion for life and sharing his expertise, enthusiasm and experience with 
others. An album should offer an insight into the artist themselves, their 
experiences and journey through life, as ‘Coffee’ does. The compilation of songs 
on this album convey a truly talented musician with something meaningful to 
say through his music. Have a listen and enjoy the ride! You will not be 
disappointed. 
 

Shayla Belle Bletsoe, Scotland     November 2022 
 
 

------------- 
 



My first thought when I heard the songs in this album was, wow! I had heard 
most of the songs sung acoustically but now hearing them completed for the 
album, the arrangements orchestrated for each song are amazing. The vocals 
are exceptional.  Each song has its own distinct style. The lyrics are outstanding. 
This is some of Scott Nicol’s best work yet!   
 

The title song “Coffee” is fun and addictive! Lyrics are inviting and written with 
the spirit of spending quality time with a true friend.  
 

Scott has a profound way of writing and putting himself, and the listener, into 
situations that are heartfelt and moving for example on “Swimming in Regrets” 
and “13 Tears.”  The lyrics are outstanding and the music beautiful.  
 

“Only So Many Summers” and “Battleground” have great inspirational lyrics that 
give great advice on how to live life. Uplifting for the toughest times and a 
reminder that God is always near. Also, that we need to live our lives to the 
fullest! The music behind each song is clearly beautiful.  
 

“Modern Day Jane Eyre” is fast paced with a lot of energy. It makes the song fun 
to not only listen to but also get up and dance with its bouncy tune. It is a great 
tribute to women! The lyrics give women and really anyone, reasons to be the 
best they can be! Love it!  
 

“Lonely” is a great tribute to the beautiful woman in his life and all she is to him. 
The vocals are outstanding. The harmonica gives a great extra touch. We should 
never be lonely especially living with the one we love. A great reminder.  
  

The whole album is refreshing and beautiful!!!  
 

Gena Kok, Cambria WI USA     October 2022   


